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Abstract

For a weakly (a, oo)-distributive vector lattice V, it is proved that a V U {oo }-valued Baire measure
/n0 on a locally compact Hausdorff space T admits uniquely regular Borel and weakly Borel extensions
on T if and only if p0 is 'strongly regular at oo'. Consequently, for such a vector lattice V every
K-valued Baire measure on a locally compact Hausdorff space T has unique regular Borel and weakly
Borel extensions. Finally some characterisations of a weakly (o, oo)-distributive vector lattice are given
in terms of the existence of regular Borel (weakly Borel) extensions of certain V U {oo}-valued Baire
measures on locally compact Hausdorff spaces.

1980 Mathematics subject classification (Amer. Math. Soc): 28 B 15.

Introduction

The proof of Lemma 2.1 in [9] is incorrect, as it is tacitly assumed at the end of
page 280 of [9] that the sequence {UK } is increasing. But this need not happen,
though {Bn} is an increasing sequence. However, the lemma is true due to the
results of Matthes [11]. The lemma has been proved also in Hrachovina [10] and
in Riedan [12].

The purpose of the present paper is to provide a proof for the part (1) =» (2) of
the said theorem of Wright. Following a method different from that of Wright, we
prove mainly that when a vector lattice V is weakly (a, oo)-distributive, a
Vu (oo}-valued Baire measure /i0 on a locally compact Hausdorff space T
admits uniquely regular Borel and weakly Borel extensions if and only if '/i0 is
strongly regular at oo'. Further, it is shown that when a Baire measure ju0 on T is
just V-valued, then n0 is always strongly regular at oo. Thus the proof of the part
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[2] On vector lattice-valued measures II 235

(1) => (2) of Theorem 3.3. of [9] is obtained as a very particular case of the present
work.

In this connection we would like to draw the attention of the reader to
Theorem N of Wright [8]. There is a flaw in the proof of this theorem, as
y^lH"mOr on page 79 of [8] can be oo, since {Or} need not be pairwise disjoint.
But, the flaw can be rectified by replacing {On} by {Gn} where Gn =
on\\j*z\or.

Section 1 gives some basic definitions and results from the literature, which are
needed in the sequel. In Section 2 we show that the /i-outer (inner) regularity of
some sets in a locally compact Hausdorff space T implies the /i-outer (inner)
regularity of some other sets in T, where p. is a V U {oo}-valued Baire or Borel
measure on T and V is a weakly (a, oo)-distributive vector lattice. The notion of
'being regular at oo' is introduced and it is shown that when /i is regular at oo, p.
is regular if and only if every set in # is outer regular or every bounded set in 4l
is inner regular where # = # (or Vo respectively) is the collection of all compact
sets (or compact GgS resp.) in T, <% = & (or <̂ 0 resp.) is the collection of all open
Borel (or Baire resp.) sets in T and /i is a V U {oo}-valued Borel (Baire) measure
on T with V weakly (a, oo)-distributive. Consequently, every Vu {oo}-valued
Baire measure /x0 on T is regular if jn0 is 'regular at oo' and V is weakly
(a, oo)-distributive.

Section 3 deals with the regular weakly Borel extension of V U {oo}-valued
Baire measures on a locally compact Hausdorff space T. When V is weakly
(a, oo)-distributive, it is shown that every regular V U {oo}-valued Borel measure
on T admits a unique regular weakly Borel extension. A more general form of
Lemma 2.1 of Wright [9] is obtained here as Lemma 3.5. For such vector lattices
V, we show that a F U {oo}-valued Baire measure | i0 on T admits uniquely
regular V U {oo}-valued Borel and weakly Borel extensions if and only if fi0 is
'strongly regular at oo'. Also it is proved that when ju0 is V-valued, jn0 is always
strongly regular at oo. The last theorem of this section gives a number of
characterizations of a weakly (a, oo)-distributive vector lattice and generalizes
Theorem 3.3 of [9] to the set up of locally compact Hausdorff spaces.

1. Preliminaries

Throughout this paper V will denote a boundedly a-complete vector lattice
with V its Dedekind completion; V+= {x e V: x ^ 0} and the supremum of
any unbounded collection of elements in V+ is taken to be infinity and the
infinity is denoted by "oo". The partial ordering and addition operation of V to
V U { oo} are extended in the obvious way.
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236 T. V. Panchapagesan and Shivappa Veerappa Palled [ 3 ]

D E F I N I T I O N 1.1. A V u {oo}-valuedmeasure is a m a p fi: @ -» V U {oo} where
& is a ring of subsets of a set T such that

(i) fi(E) > 0 for every E in # ;
(ii) M(*) = 0;

(iii) /*(UJ° £n) = V™_1E"_1ja(£,-), where {£,} is a sequence of pairwise disjoint
sets in ®, with UJ° £,- e # .

We say /x(£) < oo or JU(£) is finite if n(E) e F.
For each positive element h in V, let

F[/i] = {6 e K: -r/i < 6 < rh for some positive r e R}
where R denotes the real line.

THEOREM 1.2 (Stone, Krein, Kakutani, Yosida). There exists a compact Haus-
dorff space S such that V[h] is vector lattice isomorphic to C(S), the algebra of all
real valued continuous functions on S, where h > 0, h e V, a vector lattice.
Further, when V is boundedly complete (a-complete) then so is V[h], V[h] is a
Banach space in the order unit norm, the isomorphism is also isometric and C(S) is
a Stone algebra (a-Stone algebra) in the sense that S is extremally disconnected (5
is totally disconnected with the property that the closure of every countable union of
clop en subsets of S is open).

For details one may refer to Kadison [2] and Vulikh [4]. We shall use the terms
Stone algebra and a-Stone algebra in the above sense.

From the result of Wright [8, 9] one can define a weakly (a, oo)-distributive
vector lattice as below.

DEFINITION 1.3. A a-Stone algebra C(S) is said to be weakly (a, oo)-distributive
(weakly a-distributive) if and only if each meagre subset (a-meagre subset) of S is
nowhere dense. Consequently, a boundedly a-complete vector lattice V is said to
be weakly (a, oo)-distributive if and only if for h > 0 in V, V[h] is weakly
(a, oo)-distributive.

PROPOSITION 1.4. A boundedly a-complete vector lattice V is weakly (a, co)-dis-
tributive if and only if V is so.

2. Regular V U { oo} -valued measures on locally compact Hausdorff spaces

Throughout this paper T will denote a locally compact Hausdorff space; ^?0

and 38 will denote respectively the class of all Baire sets and all Borel sets in T,
i.e. ^ 0 is the a-ring generated by all compact Gs's in T and 38 is the a-ring
generated by all compact sets in T.
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A F U {00}-valued measure ju on 38 0 (38) is called a Baire (Borel) measure on
T if \>.(K) < 00 for each compact Gs (compact) K in T. A subset A of T is said
to be bounded (a-bounded) if A is contained in some compact set (in the union of
a sequence of compact sets) in T.

A K-valued measure j iona ring 9t of sets is said to be bounded if there exists
an h e V+ such that ii(E) < h for every E e !%. Accordingly, a bounded
V-valued measure ju on 38 0 (38) is a bounded V-valued Baire (Borel) measure on
T.

We use the following notations in the sequel: # and ^0 denote respectively the
class of all compact sets and all compact Gs sets in T; °U and $r0 denote
respectively the class of all open Borel sets and all open Baire sets in T.

In this section, following Halmos [1, Section 52], we use the symbols 38, #', %, p.
to denote either 38, <g <%, /i (KU {oo}-valued Borel measure) or 380, #0, %,
H0(V U {00}-valued Baire measure).

DEFINITION 2.1. A set E in 38 is said to be outer regular (with respect to p.) if
ji(E) = Ay{jx(U):E c t / e £ } and inner regular (with respect to £) if p.(E) =
Vp,{A(C): £ 3 C e <^}. We say that E is regw/ar (with respect to £) if £ is
both inner and outer regular (with respect to /u.); j& is said to be regular if every
E G 38 is regular (with respect to £).

Hereafter we shall assume that V is a weakly (a, oo)-distributive vector lattice
and as in the numerical case (see Halmos [1, Section 52]) we show in this section
that the outer (inner) regularity of some sets implies the outer (inner) regularity of
some other sets.

Let C(S) be a weakly (a, oo)-distributive Stone algebra. Let {/a'}ae-4j be an
increasing net in C(S), bounded above with VaG/1./o = f> ^et

 { ^ } ^ E S be a
decreasing net in C(S) bounded below with ApeB g'p = g' (i = 1,2,...). Since a
countable union of meagre sets is meagre, by Lemma 1.1 of Wright [6], there
exists a meagre set M c S , such that

f'(s) = sup f'(s), i = l , 2 . . . ,
ae.4,

g'(s)= inf
8fi

for s e S \ M. Since C(S) is weakly (a, oo)-distributive, by Definition 1.3 M is
nowhere dense and hence so is M. So S \ M is dense and open in S. Let
s0 e S\M. There exists a clopen neighbourhood K of s0 contained in S\M.
Let x* be the characteristic function of K. Then {/jx*}«€=,<, ({gysXArJ/ses,)
ascends (descends) pointwise on the compact set S to f'(g') and hence by Dini's
theorem the convergence is uniform in each case, for /' = 1,2, Let e > 0 be
given. Then for each /, there exist a, e At, /}, e Bt such that

f'XK - e/2' < fixK, g'XK + e /2 ' > 8^XK for / = 1,2, . . . .
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NOTATION I. The situation and the arguments given above occur often in the
sequel, sometimes with / = 1,2,. . . , n. Hence to avoid repetition we shall refer to
the above situation together with the above arguments as 'Step A' and we shall
use the notations M, K, x*r> so< etc> m t n e same sense as in the above, without
any explicit description.

LEMMA 2.2. Let A be a V L> [co}-valuedBaire (Borel) measure on T where Vis
weakly (a, cc)-distributive.

(i) / / every set in # is outer regular so is every proper difference of two sets in $>.
(ii) If every bounded set in tfl is inner regular, then so is every proper difference of

two sets in <%.

PROOF. Let C and D be two sets in # such that C 2 D.
(i) Since C is outer regular by hypothesis

(1) A(C) = A{A( t / ) :Cc I /e#} .
v

Again by hypothesis on/i,A(C7)<oo. Hence there exists a Uo e 4( with C c ( / 0

and A(^o) < °°- From (1) and the monotoneity of A it follows that

A(c) = A{A(f/n uo)-.cc Uf=4r).
v

Let fi(U0) = h e V. Since V is weakly (a, oo)-distributive, V and V[h] are
weakly (a, co)-distributive by Proposition 1.4. Hence by Theorem 1.2, V[h] =
C(S), a weakly (a, oo)-distributive Stone algebra. Let us identify V[h] with C(S).
Now, given e > 0, by Step A, there exists a Ux e 4l such that C c ( / , and

(2) fi(C)xK+e>fi(U1n U0)XK.

Since C \ D c {Ux n Uo) \ D e 4f, by (2) we have

(3) {j)L((U1nU0)\D)-li(C\D)}xK=tt(Vir>

Specialising (3) at s0, we obtain

A((C/! n U0)\D)(s0) - e < (L(C\D)(s0)

^inf{(L(U)(so):C\DQ U^W,UQ Uo}.

Thus

£(C\Z>)(5o) = inf{A(tf)(*o):C\.Dct/e#,tfe Uo).

Since s0 is arbitrary in the dense set S\M,

(4) ji(C\D)(s) = M{ii(U)(s):C\Dc, U^<&,Uc Uo]
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for 5 G 5 \ M. But by Lemma 1.1 of Wright [6]

(5) (A{A(tf):C\Dct/e*,l/cC/0})(s)

= inf{fi(U)(s): C\D c(/ei,(/c(/0}

for all s G S \ M1 (say), where Mx is meagre. M2 = M U Mx is a meagre set and
M2 is therefore nowhere dense in 5 as C(S) is weakly (a, oo)-distributive. Hence
by (4) and (5)

A(C\D)(*) = (A{A(f ) : C \ D c Ue4f,UQ U0))(s)

for all ^ in the dense set S\M2. Hence as elemenet in C(S),

= A

: C\Dc

Thus

i.e. C \ D is outer regular.
(ii) Let U be a bounded set in 4/ such that C c U. Then A(^) e P>

Theorem D, Section 50 of Halmos [1] and the hypothesis on A-
By hypothesis the bounded set U\D (in 4f) is inner regular. Let fi(U) = h.

Then V[h] = C(S), a weakly (a, oo)-distributive Stone algebra. Hereafter in the
proof, let us identify V[h] with C(S).

As U \ D is inner regular, we have

A(t/\Z>)= V {HF):U\Dz>F^V}.
C(S)

Now, given e > 0, by Step A, there exists an F1 G # such that U\D ̂  Fx and

(6) A(tf\J>)x*-*<A(*i)Xir-
Since C\Z> = Cn (f / \D)2 C n ^ G «", by (6) we have

(7) {A(C\Z))-A(CnF 1 )} x ^

= {A((C\D)\F1)}Xjc<

Specialising at s0, we obtain

A(C n F j^o) + e > fL(C\D)(s0) > snp{fi(F)(s0):

so that

A(C\Z>)(s0) = sup{A(F)(^0): C \ P 2 F G
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Since s0 is arbitrary in S\M, we obtain that

fn(C\D)(s) = sup{/i(F)(s): C\D D f e t )

for all s G S \ M. By a dual argument of that following equation (5) in the proof
of (i) of the lemma, we obtain that

(L(C\D)= V
C(s)sV[h]

i.e. C \ D is inner regular.
NOTATION II. We shall denote by 'Step B' ('Step C) the arguments in the proof

of (i) ((ii)) of the above lemma subsequent to inequality (3) ((7))

LEMMA 2.3. Let A be a F U {oo}-valued Baire (Borel) measure on T where V is
a weakly (a, oo)-distributive vector lattice. A finite union of inner regular sets of
finite measure is inner regular.

PROOF. Let {Eu E2, . . . , £ „ } be a finite disjoint family of inner regular sets of
finite measure in J1. Let jx(Et) < / i e V for / = 1,2, . . . , n. Since V is weakly
(a, oo)-distributive, V[h] = C(S), a weakly (a, oo)-distributive Stone algebra.
Hereafter let us identify V[h] with C(5) . Since £, is inner regular of finite
measure,

A(£,)= V {A(C):£,-2Cetf}
C(S)

for i = 1,2,... ,«. Now, given e > 0, by Step A, there exist C, e ^ such that
C, c £. and

(8) fi(El)xK-e/n<ii(Ci)xK for i = l , 2 , . . . , n .

Clearly we have that

A( U E\ < A( U E,\ U C\ + A( U C,.) < E A(£,\c,) + A( U C,),

and hence by (8)

A

Thus

) = S U P | A ( C ) ( J ) : LJ£, 2 C e

for all 5 G S1 \ M. Now by Step C of Notation II, U" Ei is inner regular.
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LEMMA 2.4. Let A be a V U {oo}-valuedBorel {Baire) measure on T, where V is
weakly (a, co)-distributive. Then the intersection of a decreasing sequence of (L-inner
regular sets of finite measure in 98 is p.-inner regular.

PROOF. Let { £,}f be a decreasing sequence of inner regular sets in 98 of finite
measure. Let p.{Ex) = h. Then V[h] = C{S) is weakly (a, oodistributive.
Hereafter let us identify V[h] with C(S). Since £(£,) < A(^i), £(£,) e C(S) for
/ = 1,2, Since Et is inner regular,

A(£,-)= V { A ( C ) : £ , 2 C e £ }
C(S)

for all / = 1,2,.... Now given e > 0, by Step A, there exist C, e <£ such that
C, c Et and

(9) £ ( £ , ) x * - e / 2 ' < £ ( C , ) x *
for / = 1,2,.... If C = n°l! C, and E = r\°°=1 Et, then

(10)

By (9) and the a-subadditivity it follows that

(11) A( t
Specialising (11) at s0 and then varying ^0 in the dense set S \ M we have

for 5 G 5 \ M. By Step C, this implies that E is £-mner regular.

DEFINITION 2.5. Let A be a K U (oo}-valued measure on 3& which is Borel or
Baire according to 98 = Si or $S = <@0. Then p is said to be regular at oo if for
each E e 98 with (i(E) < oo (i.e. A(£) G ^ ) there exists a ( / e « such that
£ c {/and A(f / )< oo.

When A is V-valued, trivially A is regular at oo.

LEMMA 2.6. Let ft be a V VJ {cc}-valued Baire {Borel) measure on T which is
regular at oo. If V is weakly (a, oo)-distributive then the union of a sequence of
[i-outer regular sets in 98 is fi-outer regular.

PROOF. Let {£,} be a sequence of A-outer regular sets in 98, with E — \JfLlEi.
If A(£) = °°> clearly E is A"outer regular. Hence let A(^) < °°- Then by
hypothesis, there exists a Uo in 4l such that E c UQ and [i(U0) < oo. Let
A(f/0) = /i. Then V[h] = C(S) is a weakly (a, oo distributive Stone algebra and
hereafter we shall identify V[h] with C(S).
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By monotonei ty of (L and by the /1-outer regularity of Et, we have

(12) A(£,)= A {A(tfon U):Et c ue4e)
C(S)

i = 1,2, Then by Step A, given e > 0, there exist U,• e 4l with £, c Ui such

that

(13) M^+e/l^^nc/^.

Let 0, = U,, n Uo and 0 = U^O,, NowU°lx(0,\£,) £ C/o and

(14)

By (13) and the o-additivity we have that

(15)

By the usual argument, (15) and Step B give

(16)
v

N o w from monotoneity of A it follows that

so E is A-outer regular.

LEMMA 2.7. Let p. be a VU {oo}-valuedBaire (Borel) measure in T where Vis
just a boundedly a-complete vector lattice. Then

(i) the union of an increasing sequence of inner regular sets in 38 is inner regular,
and

(ii) the intersection of a decreasing sequence of outer regular sets of finite measure
in SS is outer regular.

PROOF. The proof is similar to the proofs of Lemmas 2.5 and 2.6.

LEMMA 2.8. Let (i be a V U {oo}-valuedBaire (Borel) measure on T where Vis
a weakly (a, co)-distributive vector lattice. Then a necessary and sufficient condition
that every set in # be ji-outer regular is that every bounded set in tfl be fl-inner
regular.

P R O O F . Suppose that every set in ^ is outer regular and let U be a bounded set

in <#. Let C be a set in % such that U c C. By Theorem D, Section 51 of Halmos

[1], C \ U e # . By the finiteness of ji(C) and by the outer regularity of C, there

exists a Uo in 4l such that C c ( / 0 and A(^o) < °°- Let A(^o) = h e V. Then by
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monotoneity of £ and by the outer regularity of C \ U we have

(17) ii(C\U)= A{jL(WnU0):C\UQW<=4().
V[h]

By hypothesis, V[h] is a weakly (a, oo)-distributive Stone algebra. Applying
Step A to (17) and modifying the argument in Theorem E, Section 52 of Halmos
[1] suitably and finally making use of Step C we can easily show that U is inner
regular.

Now, conversely suppose that every bounded set in $ is inner regular. Let C
be in <£. Let U be a bounded set in 4f such that C c U. Since U\ C is a bounded
set in <#, by hypothesis

Since U is a bounded set in 4l, by Theorem D, Section 50 of Halmos [1], U Q G
for some G e %, so that [i(G) and hence £(£/) are finite. Let fi-(U) = h in V.
Then

(18) A(tf\C)= V {fi(F):U\C^F&^}.
V[h]

Applying Step A to (18) and modifying the argument in Theorem E of [1] suitably
and finally making use of Step B, we can easily prove that C is outer regular.

Now we give the main theorem of this section.

THEOREM 2.9. Let V be a weakly (a, oo)-distributive vector lattice and let p. be a
VU {co}-valued Baire (Borel) measure on T. If ft, is further regular at oo then the
outer regularity of every set in *€ or the inner regularity of every bounded set in & is
a necessary and sufficient condition for the regularity of ju. Thus if p. is V-valued, the
conclusion holds.

PROOF. Due to the availability of Lemmas 2.2, 2.3, 2.4, 2.6, 2.7 and 2.8 in place
of Theorems A, B, C, D and E of Section 52 of Halmos [1], the Theorem follows
from an argument very similar to that in the proof of Theorem F of Section 52,
Halmos [2].

COROLLARY 2.10. Let Vbe a weakly (a, oo)-distributive vector lattice. Then every
V U { oo } -valued Baire measure on a locally compact Hausdorff space T is regular if
and only if it is regular at oo. Consequently, every V-valued Baire measure on T is
regular.
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3. Regular weakly Borel and Bore! extensions of V U { oo} -valued Baire measures

38 w will denote the a-algebra generated by all closed sets of the locally copact
Hausdorff space T and the members of 38 w are called weakly Borel sets. A
V U { oo }-valued measure jti on 38w with /x(C) < oo for compact sets C in T will
be called a weakly Borel measure. This section is devoted to the study of the
regular weakly Borel extension of regular VU {oo}-valued Borel and Baire
measure on T. As discussed in the outset, the arguments in the proof of Lemma
2.1 of Wright [9], at the end of page 280 [9] are faulty, since the sequence {Uk}
there need not be increasing though {Bn} there is an increasing sequence.
However, we obtain in this section a stronger result generalising the said lemma
of Wright [9] to locally compact Hausdorff spaces, and use it to give some
characterizations of weakly (a, oo)-distributive vector lattices.

DEFINITION 3.1. A weakly Borel measure /i: @w -> V U {oo} is said to be
regular if the following conditions hold:

(i) for each E e 38w

(i(E) = y {n(K): K^ E and K is compact};

(ii) for each E in 38w

(i(E) = V{/*(£ n U): £/is open and/*({/) < oo}.

We say that the weakly Borel measure /i is quasi-regular if condition (ii) holds for
each E in 38 w and condition (i) holds for all open sets E.

Let T = {E: E c T, E n A e 38 for every A e 38). Then T is a a-algebra
containing 38.

DEFINITION 3.2. Let p. be a VU {oo}-valued Borel measure on T. Then the
V U { oo}-valued set function jCt on T is defined by

(i(E) = \/{n(A): A&38, A Q E)
v

for every E in T.

LEMMA 3.3. /i of Definition 3.2 is a VU [oo}-valued measure on r and is an
extension of the VU {oo}-valued Borel measure ju, when V is a weakly (a, oo)-
distributive vector lattice.

PROOF. Clearly /i is an extension of p. Further, p. is monotone and is also given
by

£(£) = \/{n(EnA): A &38), for£eT.
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Clearly

A(£) > 0 for every E in T.

(a) We claim that if {./•}} is an increasing sequence of members of T with
\Jf_l Fi = F, then (i(F) = VJ° A(^))- For, b v monotoneity of /i, it suffices to show
that fi(F) < Vf A(^)- W A G ̂ , as /i is a measure on ^?, we have

ii(FnA)=

so that

(b) We claim that A is countably subadditive on T. For, if {£,}f is a sequence
of members of T, then by the countable subadditivity of ju, on 38, we have

so that, by (a),

oo n oo

> VA

(c) We claim that A is finitely additive on T. For this we use the hypothesis that
V is weakly (a, oo)-distributive. Let Er, E2 be in T, with EXC\ E2= 0 . If one of
A(£,), / = 1,2, is infinite, then by monotoneity of A, A(^i u ^2) = A(^i) +
A(£2). Hence let A(^) < 00, / = 1,2. Let h = Ai-^i) + A(£2)-

 T h e n V[h] =
C{S) is a weakly (a, oo)-distributive Stone algebra and

A(£,)= V (^n/ iM^)
C(S)

for « = 1,2. Given e > 0, by Step A of Section 2, there exist Ax, A2 in ^ such
that

and
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Specialising at s0, we have

+ fa(E2))(s0) - e < ( M ( ^ I n A,) + M ( £ 2 n ^ 2 ) ) ( 5 0 )

Note that by (b), (l(El U E2) < A( £ i ) + £(£2) a n d hence A(£i U £ 2 ) G C(5) .
Since e is arbitrary and since s0 can vary over a dense subset of S we have

This inequality and (b) imply (c).
The countable additivity of A on T now follows from (a) and (c).

THEOREM 3.4. If n is a V U {00}-valued regular Borel measure on a locally
compact Hausdorff space T and if V is weakly (a, oo)-distributive, then the set
function ji on 38 w defined by

\ / ( ) : A<zE,

is a V \J {00}-valued regular weakly Borel measure on T, which extends ju. Further,
A is the unique V U { 00} -valued regular weakly Borel extension of \i.

PROOF. Let E e S8W and E be closed in T. Then E n C e # for each C e ^
and hence by Theorem E, Section 5 of Halmos [1], A n E G ̂  for each ^ G f .
Thus each closed set £ in 7 belongs to T. Since T is a a-algebra and 38 w is the
a-algebra generated by closed sets in T, 38W<ZT. Clearly, ]L = p.\3Sw and
consequently A is a FU {oo}-valued measure on 38w, by Lemma 3.3, extending
ju. For C e ^ , A(C) = f*(C) < 00 and hence A is weakly Borel.

F o r £ e 38 w,

(19) A(£) = V{n(A): AQE, A & 38}

As /x is regular, for each A e 38, A c £,

so that

(20) A(£)<V{j"(C):Cc£, C e ^ } .

Now by (19) and (20), for each E <=38W,

(21) j i(£) = V { | i ( C ) : C c £ , C G ^ } .

For E e ^ and for C G ^ with C c £, by Theorem D, Section 50 of Halmos
[1], there exist sets Uo, Co such that Uo is a a-compact open set and Co is a
compact Gs with C c f/0 c Co c T. Thus ju(C) = ju(C n £) < /i([/0 n £), C/o is
open Borel and m(C/0) < 00. Thus for each C in ^ with C c £ , there exists a
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corresponding open Borel set Uc such that C c Uc, ii(Uc) < oo and /x(C) <
H(UC n E). Thus

J5(£) = V{/»(C): C c £ , C e <<f} (from (21))
n ^ ) : C c £ , C e <<?}

n £ ) : £/is an open Borel set, JU(C/) < oo}

£ ) : 1/is open, jS(t/) < oo}

< / ! ( £ ) .

This and (21) prove that jS is a regular weakly Borel measure on T.
The uniqueness of such a regular weakly Borel extension jS of ft follows trivially

from the relation (21).
This completes the proof of the theorem.
As pointed out at the beginning of this section, the proof of Lemma 2.1 of

Wright [9] is defective. Now we obtain a generalization of his lemma for locally
compact Hausdorff spaces.

LEMMA 3.5. Let p be a V U [oo}-valued quasi-regular weakly Borel measure on a
locally compact Hausdorff space T, where V is a weakly (a, oo)-distributive vector
lattice. If the restriction fi of p. to 38 is regular at oo, then p and p, are regular Borel
and weakly Borel measures respectively.

PROOF. The quasi-regularity of p. implies that its Borel restriction ft is inner
regular on <W and hence by Theorem 2.9, /x is a regular Borel measure on T.

Now jx can be considered as a quasi-regular weakly Borel extension of the Borel
measure n and hence by Lemma 3 of Wright [7], p. is a unique quasi-regular
weakly Borel extension of fi. But as [i is regular, by Theorem 3.4, ju. has a unique
regular weakly Borel extension and so this extension coincides with p.. Therefore p.
is a regular weakly Borel measure on T.

Now we turn to the study of regular Borel extensions of certain V U { oo }-valued
Baire measures on a locally compact Hausdorff space T. We know from the
results of Wright [7] that when V is a boundedly a-complete vector lattice, for
each positive linear V-valued map A on Cg^T), the algebra of all real valued
continuous functions on T of compact support, there exists a unique quasi-regular
V U { oo}-valued weakly Borel measure p. on T such that

(22) Af=f^fdp,

This representation in this form will hereafter be referred to as Wright's form of
the Riesz representation theorem for A.
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DEFINITION 3.6. Let V be a boundedly a-complete vector lattice and A be a
positive linear V-valued map on C^iT) with fi the representing quasi-regular
weakly Borel measure in Wright's form of the Riesz representation theorem for A.
We say that A is regular at oo if the Borel restriction ju of p. is regular at oo as a
V U { oo}-valued Borel measure on T.

THEOREM 3.7 (The Riesz representation theorem). Let Vbe a weakly (a, oo)-dis-
tributive vector lattice and T a locally compact Hausdorff space. Let A be a positive
linear V-valued map on C^iT) and let A be regular at oo. Then there exists a
unique regular V U {oo}-valuedBorel measure n on Tsuch that

Consequently, there exists a unique regular V U [cc}-valued weakly Borel measure
fi on T such that fi is an extension of /x and that

= Af, f ^ C

PROOF. By the hypothesis that A is regular at oo the Borel restriction jti of the
representing quasi-regular weakly Borel measure fi in Wright's form of the Riesz
representation theorem for A is regular at oo.

Hence by Lemma 3.5, /x. is a regular V U (oo}-valued Borel measure and fi. is a
regular Vu {oo}-valued weakly Borel measure. Since /x is the restriction of fi,
equation (22) implies, in particular, that

(22') f fdn = f fdji =
j T JT

Uniqueness of jii follows as a consequence of Theorem 1 of Wright [7].
If possible, let pf be another regular V U {oo}-valued Borel measure on T such

that

Then by Theorem 3.4, \if has a unique regular weakly Borel extension n" on T so
that

(23) A / = f fdti'= f fdn",

Equations (22'), (23) and the uniqueness of p. together imply that \i" = fi. Hence
H' = ft"|a = fi\a = fi. Thus ju is unique.

This completes the proof of the theorem.
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DEFINITION 3.8. Let V be a boundedly o-complete vector lattice and ju0 a
V U { oo} -valued Baire measure on T. Let

Then A is a F-valued positive linear map on C^T). We say that the Baire
measure ju0 is strongly regular at oo if A above is regular at oo in the sense of
Definition 3.6.

The following theorem gives some sufficient conditions for a V U {oo}-valued
Baire measure on T to admit unique regular Borel and weakly Borel extensions.

THEOREM 3.9. Let ju0 be a V U {oo}-valued Baire measure on a locally compact
Hausdorff space T where V is a weakly (a, oo)-distributive vector lattice. Then there
exist uniquely regular Borel and regular weakly Borel extensions of ju0 if and only if
/x0 is strongly regular at oo.

PROOF. Let A / = jTfdn0, / e C^T) and ju0 be strongly regular at oo. Then
by the hypothesis, A is a K-valued positive linear map which is regular at oo and
hence by Theorem 3.7 there exists a unique regular VU (oo)-valued Borel
measure jn on T such that

(24)

and there exists a unique regular weakly Borel extension ju. of ft on T.
Let Co e #0. Then by Theorem A, Section 55 of Halmos [1] there exists a

decreasing sequence (/„) in C0Q(T)+ such that

Hence by an easy generalization of Proposition 3.5 of Wright [6] to F U {oo}-
valued measures,

oo

ic0
dfl0 = A / fndfio

and

f A f
h C° n-l^T

By these equations and equation (24), juo(Co) = n(C0), Co e ^0. Hence fi\#o = ja0.
Since A |^= |LI , Ala = / i o - Thus fx and ft, are respectively the unique regular Borel
and regular weakly Borel extensions of /x0.

The converse part of the theorem is obvious and this completes the proof of the
theorem.
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COROLLARY 3.10. / / fi0 is a V-valued Baire measure on a locally compact
Hausdorff space T where V is weakly (a, oo)-distributive, then [i0 is strongly regular
at oo and hence admits uniquely regular Borel and regular weakly Borel extensions.

PROOF. By Theorem A of Section 51 in [1], every Borel set E in T is
a-bounded. Thus, if £ c U J L J Q , by Theorem D, Section 50 of Halmos [1], there
exist UOn and COn such that

Cn c UOn c COn c T

where UOn is a-compact open and COn is a compact Gs. Thus £ c Uj?_iCOn and
U".! COn e 3S0. If n is the quasi-regular weakly Borel measure on T representing
the V-valued positive linear map A, defined by

(see (22)), then from the proof of Theorem 3.9 it follows that p.\@0 = ju0. Thus, ju.
is an extension of ^ 0 and

Thus \i\3S is F-valued and hence \i\SS is regular at oo. Therefore, ju0 is strongly
regular at oo and thus the corollary follows.

REMARK. By using the theory of F-valued contents and Caratheodory exten-
sions of F U {oo}-valued measures it will be shown in [3] that a F U {oo}-valued
Baire measure on a locally compact Hausdorff space T is regular at oo if and only
if it is strongly regular at oo, where F is weakly (a, oo)-distributive.

We conclude this section with the following theorem which characterizes
weakly (a, oo)-distributive vector lattices.

THEOREM 3.11. Let V be a boundedly a-complete vector lattice with V its
Dedekind completion. Then the following conditions are equivalent.

(1) Vis weakly (a, co)-distributive.
(2) Each VU {oo}-valued Baire measure, which is strongly regular a? oo, on

each locally compact Hausdorff space can be extended to a regular V U {oo} -valued
Borel ((3) weakly Borel) measure.

(4) Each V-valued Baire measure on each locally compact Hausdorff space can be
extended to a regular V-valued Borel ((5) weakly Borel) measure.

(6) Each V-valued Baire measure on each compact Hausdorff space ((7) totally
disconnected compact Hausdorff space) can be extended to a regular V-valued Borel
measure.
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(8) The representing VU [oo}-valued weakly Borel measure in (22) for a
V-valuedpositive linear map A on C^(T\ where T is a locally compact Hausdorff
space and A is regular at oo, is regular.

(9) The Borel restriction of the representing VU {cc}-valued weakly Borel
measure of the V-valued positive linear map A on C00(71), where T is a locally
compact Hausdorff space and A is regular at oo, is regular.

PROOF. By Theorem 3.9, (1) => (2) and (3). By Corollary 3.10, (1) => (4) and (5).

Obviously (4) => (6) =» (7) and (5) => (6) => (7). By the final part of Theorem 3.3
of Wright [9], (7) => (1). By Corollary 3.10, (2) => (4) and (3) =» (5). Thus condi-
tions (1) to (7) are equivalent.

By Theorem 3.7, (1) =» (8) and (9). But, if A / = JTfdp0 where /t0 is a F-valued
Baire measure on a locally compact Hausdoff space T, then A is regular at oo by
Corollary 3.10 and hence by (8) (by (9)) ju0 has a regular weakly Borel (Borel)
extension. Thus (8) =» (5) ((9) => (4)) and hence (8) « (1) ((9) ~ (1)).

This completes the proof of the theorem.
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